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About This Game
Use your own force of gravity to pass, seemingly impassable levels! This is a real hardcore for fans of difficult levels and true
competition. You will go through each of t 5d3b920ae0
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got 90% discount, paid 11 cents. Plz refund.. Nice littel platformer. I got a 33% discount for completing a badge. Glad i did, i
might have missed a nice game. You are indirectly controlling the guy in-game. To get him somewhere you need to change
gravity. I played the first 8 levels and took me around 50 minutes including the collection of stars that are in each level. The
music does fit well for that game and i liked to hear the different songs. Only negative point is that i had to use the soundcontrol
of my OS to make the music less loud. I would not recommend this game to someone how as not the time or calmness to die
often.. I do like hard games but this game is very basic and has no real musle memory pattern to it sometimes i complete levels
by shear Luck. I could just be bad but i dont like playing games when im playing with my luck. You can find games just like
this for free online for the same expernces.. Nice littel platformer. I got a 33% discount for completing a badge. Glad i did, i
might have missed a nice game. You are indirectly controlling the guy in-game. To get him somewhere you need to change
gravity. I played the first 8 levels and took me around 50 minutes including the collection of stars that are in each level. The
music does fit well for that game and i liked to hear the different songs. Only negative point is that i had to use the soundcontrol
of my OS to make the music less loud. I would not recommend this game to someone how as not the time or calmness to die
often.. So i got a 90% discount on this and just saw the reviews with "Very positive" so i was just like "Sure",and as soon as i
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started playing i regreted my decision, it had obnoxious dubstep music which can be turned off but you are left with NOTHING,
the game is hard only because the controls are absolute garbage,i went back to look at the reviews for this game and im preety
sure they are alternate accounts from the developer,you can see that they all have the smae typos they all mistake the stars for
coins and etc. Overall the game is complete garbage and the developer is even worst for writing fake reviews.. Nice littel
platformer. I got a 33% discount for completing a badge. Glad i did, i might have missed a nice game. You are indirectly
controlling the guy in-game. To get him somewhere you need to change gravity. I played the first 8 levels and took me around
50 minutes including the collection of stars that are in each level. The music does fit well for that game and i liked to hear the
different songs. Only negative point is that i had to use the soundcontrol of my OS to make the music less loud. I would not
recommend this game to someone how as not the time or calmness to die often.. got 90% discount, paid 11 cents. Plz refund..
So i got a 90% discount on this and just saw the reviews with "Very positive" so i was just like "Sure",and as soon as i started
playing i regreted my decision, it had obnoxious dubstep music which can be turned off but you are left with NOTHING, the
game is hard only because the controls are absolute garbage,i went back to look at the reviews for this game and im preety sure
they are alternate accounts from the developer,you can see that they all have the smae typos they all mistake the stars for coins
and etc. Overall the game is complete garbage and the developer is even worst for writing fake reviews.
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